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About This Game

No, this is not a video of the YDKJ TV show that aired on ABC in 2001. It’s the YDKJ PC game with trivia all about TV shows!
Fans of host Josh "Schmitty" Schmit 5d3b920ae0

Title: YOU DON'T KNOW JACK TELEVISION
Genre: Casual, Indie
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Publisher:
Jackbox Games, Inc.
Release Date: 9 May, 1997

English

you don't know jack tv game. you don't know jack fire tv. you don't know jack tv. you don't know jack tv tropes. you don't
know jack tv show. you don't know jack smart tv. you don't know jack apple tv

As Sports and Movies before it, You Don't Know Jack Television continues the trend of focusing on a particular area of trivia.
For the sake of brevity, my reviews of the two previous versions can be translated here. Once more, don't purcase this alone;
buy it in the Classic Pack.. Wrong. 30Rock - Jack Donaghy. I do know Jack television.. Hosted by Schmitty, one of the better
hosts of the series. Based on the YDKJ 2 engine with some very inspired new assets.. Wow. sometimes I feel old. Then I play
this game and realise I know very little about TV older than me.. Growing up from the Jack Pack in the 90s, this was my
favorite edition next to Movies! While the content of the questions is dated to me, it's still got charm to get together and go
crazy with.. Wrong. 30Rock - Jack Donaghy. I do know Jack television.
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